ABSTRACT
A central tenet of information visualization research and practice is the notion of visual variable effectiveness, or the perceptual precision at which values are decoded given visual channels of encoding. Formative work from Cleveland & McGill has shown that position along a common axis is the most effective visual variable for comparing individual values. One natural conclusion is that any chart that is not a dot plot or scatterplot is deficient and should be avoided. In this paper we refute a caricature of this “scatterplots only” argument as a way to call for new perspectives on how information visualization is researched, taught, and evaluated.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Minard’s famous map of the Grande Armée’s invasion of Russia has been called one of the “best statistical drawings ever created” [43] and presents complex geographic, logistical, and weather data simultaneously. It is possible to recreate many aspects of Minard’s map in common visualization systems like Tableau (1a). However, many of the encodings used in the map (such as width of lines with arbitrary, non-aligned angles) are comparatively imprecise for the estimation of values. A naı̂ve recreation of the same data, based purely on the “efficiency” of visual variables, might look more like (1b). In (1b), the user can more precisely determine the size of individual groups of the Armée at specific time points. A quantitative evaluation of (1b)’s performance (in terms of response time and accuracy) might very well find it to be superior to (1a) on that basis. And yet, the conclusion that (1b) is a strictly superior visualization, or that it would be equally iconic and compelling as Minard’s map, seems unfounded. When might we prefer one version over the other, and what empirical evidence exists in the visualization literature to ground these preferences?

This example highlights an apparent contradiction at the heart of information visualization. On one hand, our exemplars of good visualizations can be diverse, complex, and reward contemplation [19]. On the other hand, our foundational empirical results and rules of thumb are often simple and minimalist. These rules are typically evaluated in terms of how quickly and accurately people extract specific information from charts, including formative psychophysical studies showing that viewers extract data values most precisely when they are encoded via position on shared axes [7].

Given these constraints, a natural conclusion is that quantitative data should almost always be depicted in a dot plot or scatter plot, perhaps breaking data into SPLOMs, small multiples, or employing brushing and linking when there are too many variables for one view. While this argument is a strawman, its premises lie at the heart of foundational visualizations books by authors like Bertin and Tufte, and embodied as charts of rankings of visualization effectiveness in text books that are at the heart of how we teach visualization to students [31,47]. In our own teaching we have struggled with how to convey these perceptual and design principles without resorting to at least some form of this argument. Therefore, we find this strawman useful to knock down: the goal of this paper is to highlight additional set of constraints that compete with perceptual precision, both in the mind of the designer and the studies of the researcher. We argue for a more expansive view of visualization beyond the perceptually precise encoding and decoding of individual data values, and make the case for “inefficient” visualizations.

Our refutation of this argument focuses on attacking three hidden premises, critique of which reveals three classes of insufficiencies. The first premise is that accuracy in the extraction of data values is a sufficient measure of perceptual precision. The second premise is that perceptual precision is a sufficient measure of a chart’s utility in communicating data. The third premise is that utility in communicating data is sufficient to understand the larger purpose and power of visualizations. We address these three premises in turn, using the insufficiencies associated with each to motivate a more expansive view of visualization design and pedagogy, and to suggest directions for future research.
2 BEYOND INDIVIDUAL VALUES

Viewers are most efficient at computing the ratio between two visualized values when those values are encoded by their position on a common axis, as in a dot plot. The dominance of position encodings for this task is followed by a ranked list of other encodings including 2D area and orientation, and with intensity typically listed as the least precise encoding [7]. There is an implicit assumption that the ranking derived from this two-value ratio judgment represents an atomic unit for visualization, so that the additional precision conveyed by position should transfer to better perceptual performance in more complex tasks.

We challenge this assumption. While the precision of ratio judgments is one operationalization of perceptual performance, there are many others. For example, one fundamental analytics task is seeing the ‘big picture’ in a dataset. Figure 2, provides an example, showing a 6 × 12 grid of data values plotted as a dot plot (position), bar graph (position + length), bubble chart (area), line graphs (juxtaposed and superposed), and heatmap. If precision of value extraction is all that matters, then the dot plot should be the preferred design. In contrast, it is clear to our eyes that the position-encoded dot plot is the least effective visualization for seeing many potential ‘big pictures’ of the data. The bar graph to its right is far more useful for this task, likely because it adds a redundant encoding of length (or more likely, area [50]). The line graph below is useful because it adds an emergent encoding of the local deltas between points via the orientation of the lines. Our favorite ‘big picture view’ is actually the heatmap in the corner, despite its status as the bottom of the barrel for precision of extracting ratios between individual values.

Table 1 depicts a list of other likely perceptual tasks, inspired by work on low-level task taxonomies [3] & recent papers that examine visualization through the lens of perceptual psychology [1, 8, 21, 49]. We do not claim that this list is exhaustive, representative, or even correct. It is instead intended to show that ratio judgment tasks are only a small subset of likely perceptual tasks. The second column of Table 1 provides concrete examples of the abstract perceptual tasks within that concrete example.

In the first two rows of the table, we list two perceptual operations that can be computed over 2 points: ‘metric’ relations between metric numbers (a ratio) and ‘ordinal’ relations between pairs of metric values (is value A higher than B?), say the first two points of the first row of Figure 2. While data visualization research has focused almost exclusively on the former, the latter is arguably as important for real-world tasks. While we occasionally note that today is five degrees hotter than yesterday, we more typically note that it is hotter than yesterday. COVID-19 infection rates have increased. Profits are lower, and we are over budget.

The next set of rows list tasks that might unfold when a viewer is presented with many 2-point pairs of values, such as the first two rows of one of the visualizations in Figure 2. These tasks include metric comparisons, such as finding which pair has the largest ratio, estimating an average ratio, or clustering the sizes of ratios. They also include ordinal comparisons of metric value pairs, such as finding a unique relation (A ≤ B among A ≥ B pairs), or estimating which relations type is more frequent. We know of only two studies that have studied these important perceptual tasks [33, 39], but because both rely primarily on position encodings, they cannot confirm whether the Cleveland & McGill position ranking holds for these alternative tasks.

The next several rows show perceptual tasks that are not constrained over pairs of points, and instead could be computed over an entire set or subset of N values. These include identifying a single value with a given property (e.g., min, max, outlier), or summarizing a set of values by a single number (e.g., mean, variance, clusters). Recent work on the perception of these “aggregate” or “ensemble” tasks [1, 40] provides evidence that many encodings that are imprecise for individual values (such as color) have performance benefits for these types of tasks over positional encodings like line charts.

The row labeled ‘Shape, trend’ refers to the need to holistically judge a single series, or to compare two series, in an open-ended manner. We suspect that this task, like stepping back to see the ‘big picture’ in the data, will not always be best supported by position encodings. The viewer might search for anything from basic patterns (rising, flat), to idiosyncratic motifs and shapes in the data [15]. Visual interfaces for times series search [24] have had to find ways for users to express shapes (and the properties of those shapes that they find important [11]) in fluid and dynamic ways, as the rigid definition of specific individual values may not capture the visual features of interest to the user.

The row labeled ‘filter’ refers to a visual subset operation based on the data values, e.g., “pick out all of the high values”. We do not have a full understanding of the filtering operation in visualization contexts, although existing work evaluates the detection of individual “oddball” outliers [16] or filtering across nominal categories (for instance, picking a particular class of points out of a scatterplot [14]). However, perceptually motivated designs for time series data have often used color as a form of perceptual “boosting” [34] to highlight anomalous items [2, 9].

Finally, recent work has begun to uncover the perceptual tasks that underlie more complex comparisons, such as judging the correlation between two sets of paired values [17, 36, 49]. This work suggests that, instead of judging high-level properties like correlation per se, a viewer relies on a more concrete proxy, such as the aspect ratio of the bounding box surrounding the points [49]. These hypothesized proxies may prove to be complex and may take many years to unpack – but when they are better understood, we cannot predict whether they would be best supported by position encodings.

3 METAPHORS AND CONGRUENCE

The choice of encoding channels is constrained by more than perceptual precision, with one major constraint being the congruency of its metaphors [27]. A channel must be consistent with (and convey) the concepts that they encode – for example, conveying quantity with area – serving as type of “affordance” for the data to show how it can be used (e.g., a push plate vs. a pull-bar for a door) [32].

One example of this conceptual congruence is a study that asked participants to describe simple bar and line graphs of the same two data points [51]. Bar charts lead to descriptions in terms of discrete comparisons whereas lines lead to descriptions of trends; indicating that different graphical solutions can suggest different type of interpretations. Interestingly, in these examples the channels used to convey quantitative information were identical (i.e., vertical position) and the only element that changes between the graphs is the affordance of the connected line implying continuous data, and the visual connection between points in the line graph.

Another example comes from one author’s experience with an exercise assigned in his information visualization class. The assignment asked the students to compare a set of countries in terms of amount of money donated or received, as recorded in the Aid Data data set 1 (which records international aids disbursements globally). Students produced two main type of solutions: (1) a scatter plot with dots representing the countries and axes representing incoming and outgoing amounts; (2) a pair of aligned bar charts showing for each country the amount donated and the amount received. While both solutions employ position as the main channel to encode the donated/received amounts, the graphs invite the reader in making completely different sets of judgments. More precisely, while the scatter plot affords detection of correlations and groupings, the pair of aligned bar charts invites the reader to compare individual countries across two metrics (see Fig. 2 for a similar design comparison). These examples show that the ranking of visual channels (based

1https://www.aiddata.org/
on precision) is not sufficient in the visualization design space. In other words, knowing that a channel affords more precision does not provide sufficient guidance for visualization design.

The role of metaphors and expressiveness can be observed at multiple levels of granularity. At the level of individual channels there are several examples of how channels may express or fail to express certain types of information. For example, color hue can’t express ordinal or quantitative information because the human eye does not assign an order to colors that vary exclusively in hue. Similarly, colors have strong semantic associations, therefore appropriate associations between concepts and colors may improve readability and comprehension [25]. Area size is a moderately precise channel when conveying quantity, but it cannot easily show negative values because larger sizes are firmly associated with larger (positive) quantities.

Different semantic associations can also be created by using different symbols or graphical marks. A classic example is the representation of part-to-whole relationships and the question of whether pie charts should be considered effective solutions for the representation of such data [37]. When in a visualization the designer wants to explicitly convey information about the fact that a given value is part of a whole, specific metaphors work better than others. For example, in comparing a pie chart, a stacked bar and a group of bars, it is evident that only the pie chart and the stacked bar explicitly convey the part-to-whole metaphor. Following the reasoning behind the ranking of visual variables, the solution with separate bars (position encoding) should be preferred over the stacked bar (length encoding) or pie chart (angle and area encoding) because it provides a more precise representation. Other similar examples of this kind exist. For instance, bars on maps are rarely used, whereas circles are often preferred in their place. Line charts are preferred over bars when the goal is to convey a temporal trend. Icon arrays are preferred over aggregate values in risk estimation. All of these examples demonstrate that there is something more than ranking of visual channels and that reasoning about visualization at the level of individual channels can be limited and potentially misleading.

Even a combination of accuracy and efficiency cannot fully characterize the effectiveness of data visualizations. One must also measure how easy it is to extract information out of it.

Two concepts developed in the literature on cognitive science seem to be of pertinence here. The first one is the “congruence principle” suggested by Tversky et al. [44]. The principle states that “the content and format of the graphic should correspond to the content and format of the concepts to be conveyed” and it seems to apply perfectly to the type of concerns we discussed above. The second concept is “cognitive fit,” developed by Vessey. In the words of Vessey [45], “... performance on a task will be enhanced when there is a cognitive fit (match) between the information emphasized...”
in the representation type and that required by the task type.” While the theory of cognitive fit has been developed originally to explain the difference between symbolic and graphical representations (i.e., tables vs graphs), there is no reason to believe the same logic can’t be used to describe differences between alternate graphical representations. A good matching between the “information emphasized in the representation type” and the information a reader is expected to extract seems to be a good guiding principle for data visualization.

4 Rhetoric, Persuasion, and Memory

A last category of objections to a world of only scatterplots is that many visualizations are unconcerned with accurate extraction of individual (or even aggregate) values. Charts are often designed to persuade, educate, and motivate. Designing for serendipitous discovery, educational impact, hedonic response, or changes in behavior is in some cases only tangentially connected with the precision of a particular visualization. Wang et al. [46] call for us to “revisit[e] the way we value visualizations” on this basis, and Correll & Gleicher [10] point to a whole class of designs and design guidelines that seem counterproductive in terms of precision but that nonetheless result in benefits in terms of higher-level cognitive goals. In this section we briefly discuss some of these mismatches.

Hullman et al. [20] point to possible benefits for “visual difficulties” in charts: that is, by making the viewer do more work to decode the values, there is potentially an impact on the retention of those values. Rather than designing charts to be as precise as possible, for longer-term or higher-level tasks we may wish to slow the viewer down. Lüpö’s [26] Data Humanism manifesto calls for visualizations that encourage viewers to “spend time” with the data, with examples of dense, multidimensional glyph-based visualizations that do not afford quick and precise extraction of values. Similarly, Bradley et al. [6] call for a “slow analytics” movement that encourages ownership and retention of analytical tasks rather than precision.

Part of the pedagogical utility of charts is not merely conveying the information, but ensuring that the information is retained. One immediate downside to a world of only scatter and dot plots is that our charts would all look similar, and so unlikely to be differentiated much in memory. Borkin et al. [4, 5] find that charts with pictorial elements and other visual features of interest are more memorable than plain and otherwise unadorned charts. Kostelnick [23] recommends occasional deviations from minimalist design in the service of “clarity” which can include such factors as engaging the reader’s attention. Many of the most impactful charts in visualization have had non-standard or otherwise less than precise forms (e.g., Fig 1a).

There may be benefits for imprecise visualizations for analysts as well, not just for passive viewers or learners. Often when designing a system we may have no idea of the form or category of insights present in our data. The serendipitous discovery of important features of the data-set may not be well-covered by existing design principles that are designed for the precision at intended or standard analytical tasks: lucky, chance, and stochastic exploration may be more important than reliably picking out values. Thudt et al. [42] discuss the challenges of designing for serendipitous information discovery, and suggest that standard designs may be ill-suited to the unconstrained and stochastic sort of exploration that can be necessary for making discoveries, whereas Dörk et al. [12] point to the challenges of designing for the wandering “information flâneur.”

There are also potentially costs to overly-precise visualizations. Kennedy et al. [22] claim that the “clean layouts” of minimalist visualizations can grant an imprimatur of authority and objectivity to data that may not match that standard. Likewise, Drucker [13] points to the “seductive rhetorical force” of visualizations to convince viewers that the data they contain is not merely a potentially flawed, biased, and uncertain view, but an objective truth about the world. This unwillingness to question charts due to a perception of their objectivity can override even strong political conventions or skepticism [35]. “Messier” designs (such as sketchy [48] or uncertainty-conveying [38] renderings) can introduce a willingness to critique or a greater appreciation for uncertainty not present in more precision-driven visualizations.

5 Conclusion

Much of the empirical and theoretical basis for visualization work comes from studies examining the efficiency of visual channels in extracting information, and using these results to generate a ranking of these channels [7]. These rankings power many of our design guidelines and constraints [30], are ubiquitous in our textbooks [31, 47], and are instantiated in the logic of many of our automated or semi-automated visualization design tools [27, 28]. And yet, these rankings do not seem to capture important components of how people use, interpret, and learn from visualizations. We should be expansive in how we analyze, conceptualize, and teach visualization. Otherwise, we risk a situation where academia focuses on the narrow, scatterplot-like section of the vast, more interesting world of visualization as a whole.

Of course we are not proposing to throw the baby out with the bathwater. The ranking of visual variables has had enormous impact on visualization research and practice, informing design decisions for tool development and providing pedagogical value in numerous guidelines, textbooks, and courses. Our intent is to raise awareness about the ways an excessive and narrow focus on channel ranking may be acting as a detrimental limitation to our field in terms of: (1) understanding actual data visualization practice; (2) development of data visualization tools and techniques; (3) methodologies for data visualization design and evaluation and (4) pedagogy of data visualization. The question is: how can we rectify and expand the theory behind the ranking of visual variables? When does it work? When does it not work? And, maybe even more importantly, what else do we need in its place or in addition to it? From this initial analysis of the various insufficiencies we have identified it seems clear there is much to do in this area. It is our hope that this work sparks interesting conversations and potentially lead other practitioners and designers to develop alternative (or more refined) practices, conceptualizations, and epistemologies [29] for visualization.
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